Request by the IWG on DETA for decisions to be taken by WP.29, 174\textsuperscript{th} session

- as indicated by WP.29 173\textsuperscript{rd} session (par. 64): to mandate the IWG to implement ‘scenario three’ with the German offer for hosting DETA ‘version 1’ (license, installation, running costs 2 years) as interim solution;
- to request the UNECE Secretariat to take the necessary steps to secure regular budget resources for DETA for the 2021/2022 biennium;
- to invite the IWG on DETA to work on the next evolution (subject to securing long-term financing concept):
  - development of UI (facilitating especially the GRE/SLR simplification work);
  - development of DOC and to facilitate the implementation of additional beneficial features such as software updates and storage of software ID numbers.
Renaming of DETA

The IWG on DETA accepted the proposal by Germany (WP.29-173-13e item 4) to rename DETA in order to clarify DETA is not limited to exchanging Type Approvals.

Proposal for alternatives:
UN VIED - UN Vehicle Information Exchange Database
UN VID - UN Vehicle Information Database
UNIED - UN Information Exchange Database
UNOVIE - UN Online Vehicle Information Exchange
UNSID - UN Secure Internet Database
MOVIE - Mutual Online Vehicle Information Exchange

WP.29 is invited to consider this at its next session.